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Like every year since 2012, KIITEC made a remarkable appearance in Nanenane exhibitions at TASO grounds this year. The
booth was adorned with some of our first year student’s projects, smart dressed students who gave insight as to what and
how the project functioned along with supportive trainers and staff who introduced the college to the publuc. KIITEC was by
far, the busiest, most attractive academic booth in the fields.

Did you miss KIITEC at nanenane? Schedule a visit at the institute, we love visitors!
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A SURE WAY
To A Rewarding Career
It is a common understanding that setting up a career after completing
education, is unfortunately more daunting than getting good grades in one’s
field of training. One of the reason for such a deplorable reality is lack of
practical skills in one’s field of training. KIITEC Institute, therefore, has made it
its core mission to ensure that graduates from the institute are skilled and
capable of undertaking their industrial duties directly from school!
This goal has been realized, thanks to regular input from our partnering
industries whose suggestions and recommendations have proven invaluable!

Photo: Solar panels at KIITEC college;
KIITEC remains the center of excellence
for renewable energy in East and Central
Africa.

Their support is stretched further in undertaking a few students in every
training session for internship – paid or otherwise which gives the student an
opportunity to get a practical application of what they learn along with instilling
in them the required social skills and diversity.
Companies from all around East Africa have become increasingly interested in
KIITEC graduates joining their technical team and every one at KIITEC and
industries alike is happy for this broadening breakthrough from the agonizing
inconvenience of getting reliable, up-to-date skilled technicians.

The World Bank, Tanzania Loan Board in
Association with KIITEC Sponsored

“Empowering
Youths
c

Through Technical
Education”

A Milestone in Technology
About KIITEC

Why It’s the Best
KIITEC institute is determined to produce self-sustainable

KIITEC is a technical institution registered by
NACTE (REG/EOS/027) based in Moshono, Arusha next to
Maasai Camp. The institute was founded in 2004 by French
engineers and has thence contrived to produce the most
competent technicians in the country. The institute is financed
and supported by two NGO's: The Foundation for Technical
Education (FTE-Swiss) and Action Development Education
International (ADEI-French.)
At KIITEC, one can get the most recent technical knowledge
in the fields of:
1. Telecommunications
2. Industrial Electrical Automation
3. Computer Engineering
The training is up to a diploma level (NTA - 6).
Beside diploma courses, KIITEC also offers certificate courses,
short and professional courses in technical and renewable
energy fields (i.e Electricity, IT & security, CCNA, Human
Machine Interface (HMI) and many other courses)

graduates at whatever level they undertake courses at the
institute.

Our

modern

Laboratories,

passionate

and

hardworking team of trainers and staff, good teacher-students
ratio, external trainers, well trained teachers, good classrooms
and up-to-date technology status, all collaborate to give our
students quality based education. It is because of this that
KIITEC has become the best technical institution in Tanzania
and East Africa in general.
Students undertaking training at KIITEC have an excellent
chance of getting employed, due to the institutes’ renowned
quality of education. Others can start their own firms and if
they desire, they can further their education, since KIITEC is
fully registered by NACTE and a renowned technical school.

A Reliable Lead
There are few things in life that are more rewarding than doing something to
help others. This year, Benson Minja – 1st year student (NTA 4) at KIITEC
chose to employ his accumulating expertise in a quest to extend help to those
in need. In this year’s NTA 4 projects programs, he designed an advanced
digital walking cane aimed to help those that are visually handicapped. The
cane has sensors that detect water, fire, darkness and significant obstacles and
has a buzzer which rings to warn its user. This project earned the acclaim of
many and shines a ray of hope to creating better conditions for those
physically disadvantaged in our society.
The project presentation session this year boosts a huge range of versatile
applications of electronics knowledge intended to make life simpler, or make
it simpler to control it. Brakes failure detector (BY Lugano Daniel and Jackson
Prosper) was one of those long awaited solution to the unpredictable and yet
fatal automotive failures; what better than an indicator that warns you when
your brakes are likely to fail?
Hellen Ntungi and Rashid Chabai did not run far behind with their domestic
power and energy meter project which is programmed to let the user know
just how much power consumption is needed to run their household or
building.
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Top Right: Blind Stick by Benson
Minja
Bottom Left: Brakes Failure
Detector by Lugano Daniel and
Jackson Prosper
More projects available on our
official website

